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Place attachment

• focal concept in the people-place research
• emotional bond between a person and a

particular geographical location



rootedness

topophilia

urban identity

place dependence

place identity

place attachment
sense of place

Giuliani & Feldman (1993):
The most important challenge for

researchers in this area of inquiry is
to integrate different viewpoints

and approaches.

Hernandez et al. (2014):
Since the first works in the field, the

number of different conceptual
frameworks is indeed colossal.

Still today… insuccicient progress [has
been] achieved.
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Two conceptualizations of place attachment
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Crucial question?







”The center. People,
cafes, urban

atmosphere, old
buildings, parks.”

”This location means the
whole Paloheinä forests and
fields altogether. I excercise
here arounf the year (cross-
country ski, nordic walking,
practise orienteering) and I

always go home glad.”

”Peaceful
oasis”

”Such a nice area that
should be kept as it is.

Nice place for
jogging”

” Willa Elfvik and the surrounding
nature, nearby areas and trails – There

we have walked around for years,
enjoyed with kids and animals, grieved

my fathers death, taken the therapy
children to recover”

”Beer and
music”

”Our dog Winston is
happy here where

we walk”

Happy places



How many times a theme was
mentioned in the stories of happy

places

%

PERSONAL
PERSPECTIVES

744 23 %

PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT

Social life 268 8 %
Appearance
of the
environment

722 22 %

Functional
possibilities

1198 37 %

Atmosphere 307 9 %
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The average amount (%) of land uses in the happy
places of older adults

Physical environment in older adults’ happy places
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Urban park med vackra
blomrabatter och flera bankar
att sitta och se på andra.

Helsinki is the city of sea.
Sea has always been an
important element for me.

As a forth generation Helsinki
dweller, it is important for me to visit
the centre of Helsinki weekly now
when I like in the ”countryside” by
the border between Helsinki and
Vantaa. Most often this visit means
nowadays Espa surroundings but
sometiems also Kallio.

Especially during the summer
the market place is full of life
and international atmosphere. It
is pleasant to walk around even
if you are not going to buy
anything.



Finally
Key blind spots in place attachment scholarship:

(1) Sensory or immediately perceived meanings are not taken into
account

(2) Little attention is paid to how place meanings are the joint product
of attributes of environmental features and the attributes of the
individual

(3) The assumption that the relationship between place attachment and
behavior is linear and not constituted in dynamic relations among
mind, culture, and environment.
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